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Rapid high performance hot melt glues liquefy when heated and quickly fill gaps and 

stick to the materials. They cool, harden and reach high bond strength in several 

seconds.  They also allow to move assemblies immediately  - open time - to eliminate 

clamps and reduce drying time – set time - .

Specifications

Features :
Made of EVA basis

High resin based which provides high strength. 

High viscosity for flexibility on soft materials

Storage
Unlimited in standard ambient conditions: 15 à 35° C. Store away from heat. Store in dry, 

dust-free, and well ventilated environment. Keep in cool and dark area.

PRO-B Professional Hot Melt Adhesives

Description Packaging Art. No EAN Inner/Outer
PRO-B glue 1kg bag 40302803 3221633028033 10

PRO-B glue 2,5kg (lg.295mm) bag 40302804 3221633028040 4

1. All data and recommendations are based on  Rapid’s  research and experience but are provided as recommendations. It is the customer responsibility to validate that the result best meets his 

needs for a specific application. The customer is the only liable party in case of non Compliance or poor result. 

2. The technical data refer to each product specifically and must not be applicable to other Rapid’s products or to competitors’ products. 

3. Rapid’s liability is restricted to supply of products according to product specifications. 

Applications :
PRO-B glue for bonding a wide range of materials, such as: sanitary, cables, porous 

materials.

.

- Diameter : 12mm

- Stick length : 190mm, 295mm

- Color : White

- Softening point (Ring & Ball) : 80-96°C

- Open time: ~ 30  second

- Set time: ~ 30 second

- Application range :  170 – 190 ° C according to the type of applicator and used materials 
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